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Nucleotide excision repair and human syndromes

Jan de Boer1 and Jan H.J.Hoeijmakers2 cell death and genomic instability (mutagenesis). At the
organismal level, DNA lesions have been implicated in several
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DNA damage is implicated in cancer and aging, and several endogenously through cellular metabolites; for instance, oxidat-
DNA repair mechanisms exist that safeguard the genome ive DNA damage can result from free radicals generated as a
from these deleterious consequences. Nucleotide excision by-product of active oxidative metabolism. Accumulating
repair (NER) removes a wide diversity of lesions, the evidence suggests that modulation of oxidative stress plays a
main of which include UV-induced lesions, bulky chemical role in ageing (2).
adducts and some forms of oxidative damage. The NER To prevent the detrimental consequences of DNA damage
process involves the action of at least 30 proteins in a ‘cut- a complex network of complementary DNA repair mechanisms
and-paste’-like mechanism. The consequences of a defect has arisen (Figure 1). Briefly, double-strand breaks are repaired
in one of the NER proteins are apparent from three by homologous recombination-dependent repair or in an end-
rare recessive syndromes: xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), joining reaction, and most small base modifications are
Cockayne syndrome (CS) and the photosensitive form of removed by base excision repair (BER). Nucleotide excision
the brittle hair disorder trichothiodystrophy (TTD). Sun- repair (NER) removes primarily bulky, helix-distorting adducts.
sensitive skin is associated with skin cancer predisposition However, considerable overlap exists in substrate specificity
in the case of XP, but remarkably not in CS and TTD. of repair pathways, and certain proteins are used in more than
Moreover, the spectrum of clinical symptoms differs consid- one pathway (3). Here we will focus on recent progress made
erably between the three syndromes. CS and TTD patients in understanding the molecular mechanism and biological
exhibit a spectrum of neurodevelopmental abnormalities impact of the versatile NER system. A comprehensive overview
and, in addition, TTD is associated with ichthyosis and of different DNA repair pathways, including mutagenesis has
brittle hair. These typical CS and TTD abnormalities are been given previously (4).
difficult to comprehend as a consequence of defective NER.
This review briefly describes the biochemistry of the Nucleotide excision repair
NER process, summarizes the clinical features of the NER

Elucidation of the core mechanism of NER in Escherichiadisorders and speculates on the molecular basis underlying
coli served as a paradigm for studies on NER in otherthese pleitropic syndromes.
organisms. The basic principle in prokaryotes is removal of a
small single-stranded segment of 12–13 nucleotides containing
the lesion by dual incision of the damaged strand. Gap-fillingDNA damage and its consequences
repair synthesis occurs using the intact complementary strand

DNA contains the blueprint for the proper development, as template. The general principle is evolutionarily conserved
functioning and reproduction of every organism. Alterations from bacteria to man but the proteins involved share little
affecting the structure and integrity of DNA molecules can homology over the prokaryotic to eukaryotic border and many
arise spontaneously through intrinsic instability of chemical steps in the mammalian system are more complex. Most
bonds in DNA (e.g. deamination, depurination, etc.) or can be mammalian NER genes have been identified now and, recently,
induced by chemical compounds and irradiation. DNA lesions the mammalian NER reaction was reconstituted in vitro using
are of many different types (Figure 1) including single- and purified proteins (5). This review summarizes the substrate
double-strand breaks (induced by X-rays), inter- and intrastrand specificity and the distinct steps of mammalian NER and
crosslinks (caused by chemical agents, such as the cytostaticum human NER syndromes. The biochemistry of NER has been
cisplatin) and different kinds of base modifications. At the described in more detail previously (6–8).
cellular level, DNA lesions hamper processes like transcription

Lesions removed by NERand replication resulting in cell-cycle arrest, (programmed)
NER is the most flexible of all DNA repair mechanisms
because of its ability to eliminate a plethora of structurallyAbbreviations: 6-4PPs, pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts; CAK,

cdk-activating kinase; CPDs, cis-syn-cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers; CRP, unrelated DNA lesions. The common denominator of the
cystein-rich matrix proteins; CS, Cockayne syndrome; GG-NER, global different types of damage induced by the numerous chemicals
genome nucleotide excision repair; IF, intermediate keratin filaments; NER, to which NER-deficient cells are sensitive seems to be thenucleotide excision repair; RPA, replication protein A; TC-NER, transcription-

generation of bulky base adducts which cause significant helicalcoupled repair; TTD, trichothiodystrophy; UDS, unscheduled DNA synthesis;
XP, xeroderma pigmentosum. distortion in addition to a change in the DNA chemistry (8,9).
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(still in part speculative) model for NER compiling results
obtained by many groups is presented below and depicted in
Figure 2.

Damage recognition
Recent findings have established that binding of the XPC/
HHR23B complex is the initial, damage-recognizing step in
NER (14), recruiting the entire repair protein apparatus to the
injury. Such a scenario is supported by indications for an early
role of XPC in the repair reaction (15,16). Since locally
premelted DNA bypasses the need for XPC/hHR23B (17), the
complex may, in addition to lesion detection, increase single-
strandedness at the site of the DNA injury. An auxiliary role
for the XPE protein in damage recognition of cyclobutane
pyrimidine lesions has been proposed, because it has affinity
for UV-damaged DNA (18). Also XPA displays a high affinity
for injured DNA (19), especially in a single-stranded context
(9). As discussed below this protein may be important for
verification of the damage and for properly organizing the
repair apparatus around the lesion.

Lesion demarcation
Fig. 1. DNA lesions and repair mechanisms. (Top) Common DNA The next step is the formation of an open complex, requiringdamaging agents. (Middle) Examples of lesions that can be introduced by

a local unwinding of the DNA helix and demarcation of thethese agents into the DNA double helix. (Bottom) The most frequently used
repair mechanisms for such lesions. Not depicted but important to realize is lesion. XPA has many interactions with other NER components,
that distinct damaging sources can induce similar types of DNA lesions, for instance with the single-strand binding complex replication
that one agent in general induces more than one type of damage and that protein A (RPA) (20), the TFIIH complex (21) and the ERCC1/
also the lesion spectrum of different repair pathways may overlap. Adapted

XPF endonuclease (22), in addition to affinity for a variety offrom (6). For abbreviations see text.
lesions particularly when base pairing is disrupted (9). Hence,
XPA may orchestrate the repair machinery around the DNA
lesion when XPC/HHR23B with or without the help of TFIIH
has locally opened the helix. Full opening of the DNA helixThe clinically most relevant NER substrates are cis-syn-
around the lesion is dependent on the presence of ATP (15),cyclobutane dimers (CPDs) and pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone
strongly arguing that the helicases of the TFIIH complexphotoproducts (6-4PPs). Both are formed between adjacent
(discussed below) are actively involved. DNA unwinding bypyrimidines, and they constitute the two major classes of
TFIIH may be facilitated by RPA, a heterotrimeric complexlesions induced by solar UV light. The more helix-distorting
involved in NER, replication and recombination (23). In6-4PPs are repaired 5-fold faster than CPDs and, although
NER it probably binds to the single-stranded region of theCPDs are more abundant, UV hypersensitivity of rodent and
undamaged strand with defined polarity (24). The optimalhuman cell lines correlates better with the capacity to excise
binding patch of RPA is 30 nucleotides (25), which is similar6-4PPs than with CPD removal from the genome (10). Other
to the size of the fully opened repair complex and the size ofNER substrates include bulky chemical adducts such as large
the released damage-containing oligonucleotide (26).polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (induced by compounds in
The role of TFIIH in NER and basal transcriptioncigarette smoke) and the particularly distorting interstrand
TFIIH is a protein complex of nine subunits, which wascrosslinks, induced by chemotherapeutic agents such as cispla-
originally identified as an essential factor in basal transcriptiontin and probably also by certain cellular metabolites (11). NER
initiation (27). The p89 and p80 subunits were identified ashas also been implicated in removal of minor base damage
the previously discovered XPB and XPD NER helicasesinduced by alkylating and oxidizing agents which are generally
(28,29), which contain, respectively, ATPase-driven 3�→5�not helix distorting (4). BER is considered as the main pathway
and 5�→3� directed DNA unwinding activity. TFIIH is requiredinvolved in repair of these types of damage, but NER may be
for local unwinding of the DNA helix around the lesion inconsidered as a back-up system (12,13). The relative impor-
NER (15) and in the transcription initiation of RNA polymerasetance of NER in repair of alkyl and oxidative damage has
II at the promoter (30) (Figure 2). In accordance with annot been firmly established yet. However, its involvement
essential role in basal transcription, mice with inactivatingemphasizes the versatility of the NER mechanism, which also
mutations in the TFIIH subunits XPB and XPD are inviableexplains how various endogenous and exogenous genotoxic
(31; G.Weeda, unpublished data). Other TFIIH componentsagents may contribute to the large spectrum of clinical symp-
include Cdk7, cyclin H and MAT1, constituting the cdk-toms associated with defects in one of the NER components.
activating kinase (CAK) complex associated with TFIIH.

The NER mechanism The CAK complex is able to phosphorylate cyclin-dependent
The NER process involves the action of about 20–30 proteins kinases (CDKs) involved in cell-cycle regulation, and it is
in successive steps of damage recognition, local opening of required for phosphorylation of the C-terminal domain of
the DNA double helix around the injury, and incision of the RNA polymerase II (32). The CAK complex is more loosely
damaged strand on either side of the lesion. After excision of associated with TFIIH and occurs in a free form as well. It is
the damage-containing oligonucleotide the resulting gap is not required for NER in vitro, suggesting that TFIIH can be

in either a transcription mode or a repair mode (33).filled by DNA repair synthesis, followed by strand ligation. A
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Fig. 2. Model for TC-NER, GG-NER and the role of TFIIH in transcription and repair. (A) Model for TC-NER and GG-NER. Recognition of DNA damage
can occur either by the XPC/HHR23B complex (specific for GG-NER) or by RNA polymerase and the CSA and CSB proteins (specifically engaged in TC-
NER). Subsequently, DNA around the lesion is opened by the concerted action of RPA, XPA and the bi-directional XPB/XPD helicase subunits of TFIIH.
This allows incisions of the damaged strand on both sides of the injury by the repair endonucleases ERCC1/XPF and XPG, excision of the lesion-containing
oligonucleotide and gap-filling DNA synthesis. (B) TFIIH in transcription initiation of RNA polymerase II. After assembly of the pre-initiation transcription
complex, consisting of five basal transcription factors and RNA polymerase II, the promoter region is opened by the XPB and XPD helicases of TFIIH. This
allows formation of the first phosphodiester bond, promoter escape of RNA polymerase and transcription elongation. Adapted from (86).

Dual incision tion-coupled repair (TC-NER) (39,40). Both processes are
essentially the same except for the initial damage recognitionAfter local unwinding and demarcation of the lesion, an

oligonucleotide of 24–32 nucleotides containing the lesion step, which is performed by XPC/HHR23B in GG-NER. This
is the only NER factor that is known to be dispensable foris excised. This requires the structure-specific endonuclease

activities of XPG at the 3� side of the open complex (34). The TC-NER (41) (Figure 2A). Instead, the stalled RNA polymerase
II complex itself seems to be the damage recognition signalERCC1/XPF complex cuts at the single-strand to double-

strand transition 5� of the damage (35). In principle, both XPG in TC-NER and attracts the core of the NER machinery
(17). Because a stalled RNA polymerase II sterically hindersand ERCC1/XPF can also incise the undamaged strand, but

specificity of ERCC1/XPF seems to be coordinated by RPA, accessibility of NER proteins, it has to withdraw or dissociate
from the lesion for repair to occur (42). Cells with a defect inwhich binds with defined polarity to the undamaged strand.

Its 3�-oriented side stimulates ERCC1/XPF whereas the 5�- the CSA or CSB genes are specifically defective in TC-NER;
the CSA protein contains WD-repeats, which are thought tooriented side inhibits endonuclease activity of ERCC1/XPF in

the undamaged strand (24). RPA and XPG interact directly, be involved in formation of multi protein complexes (43) and
CSB is a member of the SWI/SNF family of DNA-dependentbut RPA alone is not sufficient to endow strand specificity

upon XPG. The strong interaction between XPG and TFIIH ATPases implicated in chromatin remodeling (44). An in vivo
interaction between CSB and RNA polymerase II was found(36) suggests that TFIIH is involved in XPG positioning.
(45), suggesting that CSA and CSB are involved in processingGap-filling and ligation
of a stalled RNA polymerase complex. However, the preciseThe last step in the NER reaction, gap-filling of the excised
role of CSA and CSB in the process of TC-NER remainspatch by repair DNA synthesis, is used for assaying NER
unclear. Besides NER the Cockayne syndrome (CS) proteinsactivity in vitro and in vivo. An in vitro reconstituted repair
may link other DNA repair systems to help a blocked RNAreaction showed that efficient repair synthesis occurs after
polymerase complex (46).addition of the mammalian DNA replication factors RPA, RF-

C, PCNA and DNA polymerase δ and ε (37). The NER
NER deficiency syndromesreaction is completed by ligation of the newly synthesized

DNA. DNA ligase I is a likely candidate for this reaction. The consequences of a defect in one of the NER proteins are
Mutations in the corresponding gene can give rise to a UV- apparent from three rare recessive photosensitive syndromes:
sensitive phenotype (38). xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), CS and the photosensitive form
Two different pathways of the brittle hair disorder trichothiodystrophy (TTD). Cell-

fusion experiments have led to the identification of sevenThe reaction mechanism described above is designated global
genome nucleotide excision repair (GG-NER), which removes complementation groups within the NER-deficient class of XP

patients (designated XP-A to XP-G), two in CS (CS-A andDNA damage from any place in the genome. In contrast,
lesions in the transcribed strand of actively transcribed genes CS-B), three in the category of patients with combined XP

and CS (XP-B, XP-D and XP-G) and also three in TTD (XP-are preferentially repaired via the NER-subpathway transcrip-
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B, XP-D and TTD-A). Each of these groups reflects a defect (52). A null allele for XPF or ERCC1 and the consequential
defect in crosslink repair may be incompatible with life.in a distinct gene. It is remarkable that different mutations in
Finally, the XPC protein is required only for GG-NER. XP-Cthe XPB, XPD and XPG genes are associated with a specific
patients display susceptibility to sunburn in the wild-type rangeclinical outcome: either XP, or XP/CS or TTD (for XPB and
because the causative transcription-blocking lesions (53) areXPD). Importantly, sun-sensitive skin is associated with skin
removed normally (54). XP-C cells have a residual repaircancer predisposition in the case of XP, but not in CS and
synthesis of 15–30% derived from TC-NER, and are lessTTD. In addition, the spectrum of clinical symptoms differs
sensitive to UV than XP-A or XP-D cells (47).considerably between the three syndromes (reviewed in ref.

47) and many of the peculiar abnormalities of CS and TTD Cockayne syndrome
are difficult to comprehend as a consequence of defective NER. CS is characterized by cutaneous photosensitivity, and CS
Xeroderma pigmentosum cells display increased sensitivity to a number of DNA-

damaging agents including UV, due to a defect in TC-NER.Parchment skin (xeroderma) and freckles (pigmentosum) are
Surprisingly, CS patients are apparently not predisposed tothe prominent cutaneous hallmarks of XP patients, which are
develop skin cancer. Furthermore, CS is a very pleiotropicstrikingly limited to sun-exposed areas of the skin. In addition,
disorder with physical and mental retardation (47,55). Insun exposure of XP patients generally results in progressive
general, CS patients display skeletal abnormalities such asdegenerative alterations of the skin and eyes (47). The mean
bird-like face, dental caries and kyphosis of the spinal cord,age of onset of these symptoms is 2 years (48). Furthermore,
and osteoporosis in older patients. Furthermore, severe earlyXP is associated with a �1000-fold increased risk to develop
onset progressive neurological degeneration is observed withskin cancers, which are also largely confined to sun-exposed
delayed psychomotor development, gait defects and mentalareas like the face, neck, head and even the tip of the
retardation. Microcephaly is noted in most CS patients over 2tongue. XP patients mainly develop basal cell carcinomas and
years of age, and nerve biopsies showed myelination abnormal-squamous cell carcinomas, and less frequently melanomas.
ities. Other typical CS symptoms include sensorineural hearingThe mean age of onset of the first skin neoplasm is 8 years,
loss, pigmentary retinopathy, wizened facial appearance, thinwhich is nearly 50 years earlier compared with the general
hairs and cataracts. CS individuals display impaired sexualpopulation (48). Many XP individuals die of neoplasia, redu-
development and postnatal growth failure and, because weightcing the life span by ~30 years. Moreover, XP patients have
is affected more than length, the condition is termed cachectica 10- to 20-fold increased risk of developing several types of
dwarfism. The mean age of death is 12.5 years and the maininternal cancers under the age of 20 years (49). Considering
causes of death are pneumonia and respiratory infections,the involvement of NER in repair of certain chemically induced
which could well be due to the generally poor condition ofDNA lesions, as well as in repair of lesions induced by cellular
the patients (55).metabolites, either category of lesions may play a role in these

Many of the clinical symptoms of CS are difficult tointernal neoplasms.
explain via a partial NER defect, considering the fact thatA fraction of XP patients (~18%) displays progressive
completely NER-deficient XP-A patients do not exhibit them.neurologic abnormalities. The underlying condition seems to
The transcriptional engagement of CSA and CSB suggests thatbe primary neuronal degeneration with loss of neurons. At the
transcription deficiency, perhaps induced by DNA damage, alsosevere end of the clinical spectrum are patients with DeSanctis–
contributes to the clinical symptoms. In addition, endogenousCacchione syndrome with microcephaly, progressive mental
(oxidative) DNA damage has been implicated in the onset ofdeterioration, dwarfism and impaired sexual development (50).
developmental defects in CS. CSB knockout mice display onlyIt appears that individuals who only have a partial NER defect,
mild CS symptoms, but completely repair-deficient CSB/XPAlike XP-F and XP-C patients, tend not to develop neurologic
double mutant mice suffer from severe growth failure and diesymptoms at all or develop them later in life as compared
before weaning (56; G.T.J.van der Horst, unpublished data).with patients with more severe NER defects (e.g. XP-A)
A defect in transcription-coupled repair of oxidative DNA(47). A possible explanation for the onset of neurological
lesions was detected in CS cells, but not in XP-A cells (57).abnormalities in XP patients is that defective DNA repair in
Consequently, CS cells are slightly more sensitive to oxidative-nerve cells of endogenous (oxidative) NER lesions induces
damage-inducing ionizing radiation than wild-type cells (57).neuronal death (51).
XP complementation group G contains some patients with theAs outlined above, XP is characterized by genetic heterogen-
combined features of XP and CS. Defective transcription-eity. Consequently, heterogeneity in severity of the repair
coupled repair of oxidative base damage was found to bedefect and of symptoms such as sun sensitivity and neuronal
specifically confined to cells from these patients but not fromabnormalities is observed. Many of the XP-A, XP-B, XP-D
XP-type XP-G patients (46), strengthening the link betweenand XP-G individuals exhibit a severe NER deficiency (47).
defective TC-repair of oxidative lesions and the CS features.However, a low residual activity is always present in the latter
Trichothiodystrophytwo. In fact, the XP-D complementation group in particular is

characterized by heterogeneity of the repair defect, with a Sulfur-deficient brittle hair and ichthyosis (scaling of the
level of residual repair synthesis of �50% in some cases. skin) in combination with mental and physical retardation is
Single point mutations are found in the XPD gene of XP, XP/ referred to as trichothiodystrophy (TTD), emphasizing sulfur-
CS and TTD patients. An inactivating deletion or truncating deficiency of the hairs as the hallmark of the heterogeneous
mutation in XPD is incompatible with the essential transcription clinical entity to include TTD patients without ichthyosis (58).
function of the protein. Similarly, the moderate UV sensitivity Owing to its relative rareness and broad clinical heterogeneity,
and intermediate repair synthesis typical of XP-F patients many syndromes have been described that retrospectively
could be due to the anticipated dual function of the XPF/ belong to the spectrum of TTD. These include Pollitt syndrome,

Tay’s syndrome, Amish brittle hair syndrome, Sabinas syn-ERCC1 complex in NER and repair of interstrand crosslinks
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drome and Marinesco–Sjögren syndrome. Photosensitivity is
reported in most, but not all, cases of TTD, and Stefanini et al.
were the first to demonstrate defective NER, due to an XPD
defect in cell lines of photosensitive TTD patients (59). This
manifestation of TTD has been designated by the acronym
PIBI(D)S on the basis of the combined clinical symptoms
described below (47).
Photosensitivity
As mentioned before, photosensitivity in TTD patients is due
to a defect in NER, and three genes are involved: XPD, XPB
and the yet uncloned gene TTDA. Studies on about 20 UV-
sensitive TTD families have shown that the NER defect in all
but two families can be assigned to the XP-D complementation
group (60–62). Although TTDA has not been formally proven
to be a subunit of TFIIH, the repair defect in cells of all three
complementation groups can be rescued by injection of purified
TFIIH complex (63). Whereas UV-sensitive TTD patients are
clearly NER defective, no cutaneous malignancies have been
reported (64). Moreover, pigmentation abnormalities in sun-

Fig. 3. Causative mutations in the XPD protein in TTD, XP and XP/CSexposed areas have been mentioned in only a small number
patients. The diagram shows the XPD protein with the DNA helicaseof reports and appeared relatively mild compared with XP domains as indicated (I–VI). The amino acid changes resulting from the

(64,65). The repair characteristics of TTD cells will be discus- mutations found in the different syndromes are shown boxed white on
black, the cell line designations in black on gray (TTD) and black on whitesed in more detail below in the paragraph on the XP-D
(XP). The dashed lines indicate two cases of XP/CS. Only the changescomplementation group.
thought to be responsible for the pathologic phenotype are shown, deletions

Ichthyosis likely to affect cellular viability and mutations described as lethal by Taylor
Cutaneous symptoms include ichthyosis and, histologically, a et al. (72) were omitted in this figure. Adapted from (65).
more prominent cornified layer is observed (hyperkeratosis).
Many TTD patients are diagnosed as a collodion baby (transpar- tremor and ataxia. Microcephaly is often seen and hypomyelin-ent shiny skin, also observed in some keratinization disorders). ation of the cerebral white matter was reported (68).
Brittle hairs Myelination in the central nervous system is accomplished by
The molecular biology of the hair abnormalities is the best oligodendrocytes, which enwrap nerve fibers to provide electric
understood TTD symptom. TTD hairs are dry and sparse, and insulation, and this is accompanied by massive expression of
the hair shaft breaks easily. Light microscopy reveals clean oligodendrocyte specific structural proteins, such as PLP and
transverse fractures (trichoschisis) and the distal hair shaft MBP. Apparently, these proteins are not as abundant in TTD
often terminates in ‘brush breaks’. Alternating bands of light as in normal individuals, bearing some resemblance to the
and dark (‘tiger tail’ pattern) is a diagnostic finding seen keratinization defect of TTD hairs.
by polarizing light microscopy, and TTD hairs display an

Decreased fertilityincomplete or complete absence of the cuticular layer.
Decreased fertility is not a very prominent TTD feature andHairs are composed of proteins of three structural groups:
mostly encompasses male and female hypogonadism andthe intermediate keratin filaments (IF), the high glycine/
cryptorchidism (undescended testis) (64).tyrosine proteins (HGTP) and the cystein-rich matrix proteins
Short stature(CRP) (66). Within the hair follicle, proliferation takes place
Growth retardation (cachectic dwarfism) in TTD patients is ain the hair root by the basal layer keratinocytes that are
very heterogeneous clinical symptom, ranging from mildattached to the underlying basal membrane. Once they detach
growth retardation (69) to life-threatening cachexia causingfrom the basal membrane, keratinocytes undergo a program
death in early childhood (70).of terminal differentiation and initiate a cascade of keratin

Although not included in the acronym, skeletal abnormalitiesgene expression, in which consecutively the IFs, HGTPs and
are observed frequently. Patients have a peculiar bird-like facefinally the CRPs are expressed (66). IF fibers are crosslinked
and receding chin, and, most commonly, skeletal age isin a matrix of CRPs, for which the cysteines serve as
retarded. Radiological analysis revealed axial osteosclerosiscovalent disulfide crosslinks. At the final stage of terminal
(abnormal hardening of the bone) sometimes accompanied bydifferentiation, organelles are discarded; cells enucleate and
peripheral osteoporosis (demineralization) (69 and referencesdehydrate to form the hair fiber. The specific reduction in CRP
therein). Kyphosis (hunchback) was reported in the Marinesco–expression in hair of TTD patients (67) indicates a defect in
Sjögren patients (71). Although the cutaneous symptoms area late stage of hair keratinocyte differentiation. Reduced CRP
unique for TTD, the clinical overlap between CS and TTD iscontents affect the integrity of the hair shaft, because IFs are
substantial, including growth retardation, decreased fertility,not crosslinked properly. A similar defect may also explain
skeletal abnormalities and neurodysmyelination.hypoplastic and easily breakable nails of TTD patients (64) as

well as the ichthyosis. XP-D and the repair/transcription-syndrome
The clinical diversity associated with mutations in NER genesIntellectual impairment

Although not as well documented, the TTD syndrome exhibits culminates within the XP-D complementation group, which is
associated with XP, combined XP and CS, and TTD (47).a pattern of mental retardation that resembles the defect of CS

patients. Clinical signs include low IQ, spasticity, hyperreflexia, Generally, patients are compound heterozygotes with one non-
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Cancer Society, the European Community, the Louis Jeantet Foundation andfunctional allele and a disease-specific causative allele, mostly
Human Frontiers.leading to single amino acid substitutions (72) (see Figure 3

for an overview). No clear correlation of disease phenotype
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